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Introduction 

Good governance leads to good management and good performance. This enables Belfast 
Metropolitan College (‘Belfast Met’) to pursue its vision effectively and underpins that vision with 
mechanisms for control and management of risk.   Belfast Met has developed a code of governance 
which highlights how we deliver good governance and best practice. 

An essential aspect of good governance is the way Belfast Met manages the risks it faces. 

Risk Management is an essential business tool that encourages innovation and enterprise, not risk 
adversity. When risks are managed effectively, objectives are more likely to be achieved. Conversely 
when risk management fails the consequences can be significant and high profile. 

Risk definitions 

Risk is the uncertainty of outcome (source: Orange Book), and can be defined as real or potential 
events which reduce the likelihood of achieving business objectives. Risk is the threat or possibility 
that an action or event will adversely or beneficially affect an organisation’s ability to achieve its 
objectives. 

 Inherent risk is the exposure arising from a specific risk before any action has been taken to 
manage it. This has also referred to as the untreated risk.   

 Residual risk is the risk after control has been applied which, assuming control is effective, 
will be the actual exposure of the organisation.  

Policy aim 

To create and maintain a robust system for the identification, evaluation and management of risk 
which could prevent the College from achieving its business objectives or make their achievement 
more difficult. 

Description of policy 

The policy forms part of the College’s internal control and corporate governance arrangements.  The 
internal control systems include financial, operational, compliance and risk management.  

Scope of policy 

The policy sets out the College’s risk management structures and identifies the roles and 
responsibilities of all parties. 

The policy also describes the methodology adopted by the College in relation to the classification, 
measurement and treatment of risk. 

It should be noted that in dealing with individual risks, issues should be managed in relation to 
existing policies eg risks relating to child protection, fraud, and plagiarism should be managed 
according to those policies.  It is recognised that in some cases this may lead to the review of a 
policy. 

All college staff members are required to comply with legislative requirements.  However, in many 
cases, matching best practice is also required of all staff. 
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Purpose of policy  

The policy has the following purposes: 

 Integrate risk management into the culture of the College 

 Manage risk in accordance with established best practice  

 Establish legal compliance as the minimum acceptable standard 

 Continue to respond to changing social, environmental and legislative requirements  

 Prevent injury and damage wherever possible and so reduce the cost of risk  

 Ensure that the policy forms part of the College’s internal control and corporate governance 
arrangements  

 Ensure that the Governing Body plays an active role in overseeing the risk management 
process 

 Ensure implementation through the allocation of responsibilities to named individuals  

 Raise awareness amongst all staff of the need to effectively manage business risk      

 

Purpose of policy  

 Improve service and delivery 

 Support business planning 

 Support the effective use of resources 

 Improve decision making 

 Promote continuous improvement 

 Enable new opportunities to be grasped 

 Improve accountability and reassure stakeholders 

 Reduce workplace accidents and incidents. 

Cross referencing  

This policy should be read in conjunction with all policies and procedures relating to the College’s 
internal controls. It should also be read in conjunction with the College’s Business Continuity Plan.  

 

 

Overview of the Risk Management Process 
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Risk Identification 

External 

Category Example / Explanation 

Political Change of government, policy and budget decisions. 

Economical Ability to attract and retain staff. 

Social Demographic change affects demand for services, stakeholder expectations 
change. 

Technological Obsolescence of current systems, cost of procuring best technology 
available.  

Legislative Northern Ireland, UK requirements. Also all services should consider the 
implications of the Disability Discrimination Act1995 and the equality duties 
under section 75 of the NI Act 1998. 

Environmental Buildings need to comply with changing standards, disposal of waste and 
surplus equipment needs to comply with changing standards. 

Operational 

Service Failure Fail to deliver the service to the user within agreed terms. 

Project delivery Fail to deliver on time / budget / specification. 

Resources Financial (insufficient funding/ poor budget management/ fraud) 
HR (staff capacity, skills/ recruitment and retention) 
Information (adequacy for decision making / protection of privacy) 
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Physical assets (loss/ damage/ theft) 
Relationships Delivery Partners (commitment to relationship/ clarity of roles) 

Customers/ service users (satisfaction with delivery) 
Operations Overall capacity and capability to deliver. 

Reputation Confidence and trust which stakeholders have in the organisation. 

Governance Regularity and propriety / ethical considerations. 

Scanning Failure to identify threats and opportunities. 

Resilience Capacity of systems/ accommodation/ IT to withstand adverse impacts and 
crises 
Disaster recovery/ contingency planning. 

Security Of physical assets and information. 

 

It should be noted that the above categories are neither prescriptive nor exhaustive. 

Risk Strategies  

There are a number of risk strategies that are available to organisations (see Appendix 1). Prince II 
project management methodology identifies five risk strategies – some can be combined: 

Accept – no action can be taken to reduce or eliminate the risk as control lies elsewhere 

Transfer – risk is transferred to either an insurance broker/company or a contractor  

Reduction – risk probability and impact is managed in a cost effective way (as detailed in this policy 
document) 

Prevention – risk is eliminated by adopting a different course of action 

Contingency – a back-up plan is developed to address the consequences of a materially realised risk 

Belfast Metropolitan College Risk Structures 

Effective risk management requires a structure with interplay between a number of bodies and 
individuals – Governing Body, Audit Committee, Principal & Chief Executive, Executive Team, 
Internal Auditors, External Auditors, College Managers and staff members.  Please see Appendix 6 
Risk Management Responsibilities and Processes for a diagrammatic representation.  

These roles and responsibilities are set out below: 

Governing Body 

 Challenges risk management to ensure all key risks have been identified  

 Responsible for the College’s systems of internal controls and reviewing its effectiveness 

 Should form an opinion on whether the College has complied with all provisions of the audit 
code  
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 Review key risks together with the controls which have been implemented to mitigate those 
risks 

 Confirm whether or not there has been a formal ongoing process for identifying, evaluating 
and managing the College’s significant risks 

 Ensure there is a regular review of risk management process and its outcomes  

Audit and Risk Committee  

 Endorses the College’s risk management policy and strategy  

 Reviews corporate risk registers to provide challenge and advice     

 Reports to the Governing Body on internal controls 

 Alerts Governors to emerging issues 

 Provide a forum for reporting by internal and external auditors 

 Receives and considers reports from DEL 

 Reviews internal and receives external audit 

 Provide advice to the Governing Body on the effectiveness of the internal control system 

 Provide advice to the Governing Body on the effectiveness of the College system for risk 
management     

Principal & Chief Executive Officer  

Overall responsibility for the establishment and review of the internal control system including: 

 Setting business objectives and strategy including risk appetite  

 Establishing management infrastructure and processes including risk assessment  

 Evaluating the continued effectiveness of internal control to manage risk   

Executive Team  

 Reviews operational risk registers as part of the performance review process   

 Implement policies on risk management and internal control 

 Identify and evaluate the significant risks facing the College for consideration by the 
Governing Body 

 Provide adequate and timely information to the Governing Body (normally via the Audit & 
Risk Committee) on the status of risks and controls  

 Undertake an annual review of the system of internal control and provide a report to the 
Governing Body 

 To prepare a corporate risk register annually for each new academic year       
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 Report changes in risk assessment to the Governing Body on an exception basis  

 

Internal Audit  

 Responsible for aspects of the annual review of the effectiveness of the internal control 
system within the organisation  

 Take account of the corporate risks in determining its strategic and annual plan of work 

 Review and test the systems on control over the risk management process 

External Audit 

 Ensure that the annual risk management process has been undertaken  

 Ensure the statements of corporate governance reflect the College’s implementation of the 
audit code    

Managers  

 Decide whether a risk is sufficiently serious to be escalated to the next level of the 
organisation   

 Ensure the creation and maintenance of operational risk registers for their area 

 Highlight to line managers risks whose status has been raised as a result of review or new 
information 

Members of Staff 

 Contribute to the process of risk identification, assessment, putting controls into place and 
monitoring as appropriate within their team  

Equality, Risk and Compliance Officer    

 Ensure that an individual manager is allocated responsibility for administration and 
implementation of the risk management process 

 Provide advice and support to College managers, teaching staff and business support staff 
and to Governors as appropriate  

 Provide impetus to the risk management process to ensure that the implementation 
timetable is achieved 

 Ensure risk management process is disseminated and becomes embedded throughout the 
College       

 Collate and maintain the risk registers under the direction of the risk owners  

 Regularly review the content of risk registers with a view to ensuring that the risk actions are 
being completed and all details on the register are complete  

Methodology – the measurement of risk  
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Each risk is scored in terms of two dimensions: 

1. Probability or likelihood of occurrence  

2. Impact or effect 

This approach is consistent with the methodology endorsed by HM Treasury in its guidance “the 
Orange Book: Management of Risk-Principles and Concepts and the Northern Ireland Audit Office 
(NIAO) guidance “Good Practice in Risk Management. “  

The identification of risk can be separated into two distinct phases: 

 Initial Risk identification; and  

 Continuous Risk Identification.   

Each dimension is measured on a four point scale where 1 is low and 4 is very high. In order to assist 
managers with consistency of approach, guidance has been provided (see Appendix 2).  

A red/amber/green system is used to highlight the status of risks as follows: 

Score Risk Status Colour 
1-3 Low Green 
4-7 Medium Amber 

8-11 High Red 
12-16 Very High Black 

 

Corporate Risk Register and Reporting Arrangements 

 The corporate risk register is reviewed by the Executive Team on a quarterly basis. Each risk 
is owned by a College Director.  

 The format of the corporate risk register is a high level summary of all corporate risks 
including risk category (see below), risk narrative, relevant strategic priority, scoring of 
individual risks according to probability and impact and aggregated total (see above), 
mitigation actions, recent developments and planned developments, direction of travel (risk 
movement since previous quarter) and status (active or inactive).  

 Risks are classified under the following categories: 

Financial viability/ financial constraints/ funding 
Estate 
Training contracts and other contracts 
Recruitment and/ or enrolment 
Quality – retention, achievement, success and performance measurement 
Information technology and data management 
Corporate governance 
Staffing 
External issues 
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The corporate risk register is forwarded to the Audit & Risk Committee of the Governing Body. The 
Governing Body receives an annual report on risk management.  A statement is included in the 
Annual Report regarding compliance. The corporate risk register sets the tone for the organisation.       

The format adopted is based on good practice and was recently modified following an internal 
review.  

 

Operational Risk Registers  

In addition to the completion of the corporate risk register by the Executive Team and its review by 
the Governing Body, operational risk registers are completed and regularly reviewed by the 
following level of management: 

 Heads of School (reviewed by Heads of Faculty) 

 Heads of Department (reviewed by designated Director) 

The format used for corporate risk registers is similar to the format used for the corporate risk 
register.  The operational risk registers are integrated into the monthly performance review sessions 
for this level of management.    

In some situations e.g. Gateway Review of large capital projects, it may be necessary to use an 
alternative reporting format. This is acceptable provided it has been approved by the Principal & 
Chief Executive.  

Policy Implementation and Evaluation 

This policy document is posted on the staff intranet. Managers are responsible for ensuring that risk 
management is a regular feature at team meetings and that the prescribed documentation is 
completed at least quarterly at Director and Manager Level. The College is currently introducing 
software to ensure that all staff are aware of their responsibilities in relation to the risk management 
policy. The College’s HR Department is also rolling out a compliance module which includes risk 
management; all staff will be tested on their knowledge of this area and their line managers kept 
appraised of their progress to date.         

The risk reporting and management structure for the College is shown at Appendix 7. 

Managers will ensure that risk is embedded in their areas.  The risk management policy will be 
reviewed every 2 years by the Equality, Risk and Compliance Officer in conjunction with Corporate 
Development senior managers.     

Keeping the Risk Registers Up to Date  

Risk Owners are responsible for keeping the Risk Register up to date by: 

• identifying new risks 

• deleting redundant risks 

• updating risk management actions 

• reviewing the assessment of likelihood and impact after the risk actions have been 
completed 
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Keeping the Risk Action Plans Up to Date 

Risk Owners are responsible for keeping the Risk Action Plans up to date by: 

• ensuring the risk actions are undertaken promptly by the delegated officers 

• reviewing the extent to which risk actions effectively manage risks 

• reviewing the assessment of likelihood and impact after the risk actions have been 
completed 

• determining whether further risk actions are necessary to manage the risk within tolerance 
levels 

• ensuring appropriate reporting is carried out. 

Attitude to Risk      

Belfast Metropolitan College “appetite” for risk is shown in Appendix 7.  This illustrates how 
management action varies according to the status of the risk. 

In the event that a risk is realised ie is translated into a specific event, an issue log must be 
completed by the risk owner and senior management notified accordingly.  The issue log to be used 
is shown in appendix 6. 
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Risk Management Process 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

List of appendices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Communicate 
and Consult 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Monitor and 
Review 

 

 
Describe the strategic, organisational and 

risk management context 
 

 

 
Identify mitigating control measures  

Implement mitigating control measures  
Review and make improvements   

 

 
What can happen (event)? 

How can it happen (trigger)? 
 

 
hhhhhhtttt 

 

 
Determine probability and impact   

Target red/high level risks  

Accept 
Risks 

IDENTIFY RISKS 

ANALYSE RISKS 

EVALUATE RISKS 

TREAT RISK 

Create individual risk narrative by 
incorporating both event and trigger.  

Consider level of risk without controls.  

 

YES 

NO 
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Risk Strategies                      Appendix 1                                                                               
 
 

No Strategy  Action  Example  

1 Accept None (control lies elsewhere) Delays arising from inaction of third 
party, eg, Government Dept 

2 Transfer  

(a) Insurance Add to portfolio beyond legal 
requirement  

  (b) Contractor Fixed price contract with penalty 
clauses for late delivery 

3 Reduction  Manage impact and probability in a 
cost-effective way  

Risk Register approach  

4 Prevention  Eliminate by doing something else  Procure external resource where in-
house skills are not sufficient 

5 Contingency  Develop back-up plan  Disaster Recovery Action Plan 

 
 
NB – Risk strategies can be combined, eg, employment law case, reduction and transfer 
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Guide to Assessing Risks                      Appendix 2                                                                                 

Level Numerical Score  Likelihood 

1-4 

Impact 

1-4 

   Operations Compliance with 
regulations 

Reputation Financial Loss 

(Operational Risk 
Registers only) 

Very High 16 An inherent business risk that is 
very likely to arise given the 
nature of procedures, services 
or the environment  

Disaster – severe 
impact on services  

Major breach 
leading to 
suspension or 
discontinuance of 
business 

Adverse media 
comment/ long-
term impact/ 
resignation of key 
senior staff 

Over £250K 

High 8-15 An inherent business risk that is 
likely to arise given the nature 
of procedures, services or the 
environment  

Serious impact on 
services  

Temporary 
suspension or 
discontinuance of 
business 

Adverse media 
comment/ medium-
term impact 

£100K to £249K 

Medium 4-7 Risk that may have occurred 
before and could happen, or be 
reasonably expected to happen, 
given the nature of procedures, 
services or the environment  

Moderate Impact 
on services  

Significant breach 
leading to 
reprimand or 
sanctions 

Adverse media 
comment/ short-
term impact 

£5K to £99K 

Low 1-3 Risk that is unlikely to occur  Minor impact on 
services – affect 
local levels only  

Minor only, no 
reprimand or 
sanction 

No adverse media 
comment  

Less than £5K 

           Likelihood  1 - 4 
           Impact   1 - 4 

                                                Likelihood x Impact = Numerical Score
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Corporate Risk Register excerpt including matrix and example of individual risk treatment    Appendix 3 
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Example of operational risk register (curriculum)            Appendix 4   

Ref Risk Description (be brief) Controls in Place  Probability  

(1 low/4 high) 

Impact 

(1 low/4 high) 

Risk Score 

(P x I)   

1 Non achievement of non-FLU targets 
FCR/AppsNI – restructuring of 
Business Development 

 

Continued funding for growth in this 
area eg HLA Accounting  

HOS and CAM working 
proactively to secure new 
business, but need for dedicated 
resource 

DEL lobby to influence budget 
decisions 

4 4 16 

2 staff skills set outdated – not 
able/willing to move quickly enough 
– possible widening of gap following 
curriculum review 

Continue to promote 
opportunities to upskill/requests 
for expressions of interest in 
new areas of delivery 

3 4 12 

3 FE Lead IV – impact of Edexcel 
changes –quality risk where no 
formal allocation of time to role 

 

 

Attendance at Edexcel training 
events 

Full participation in FE audits to 
mitigate against risk of block 

3 3 9 

4 Future competition from UU – non-
recruitment of PT courses where FCR 
impacting on tuition fee – in 
particular at L6/7 

 

 

Evidence-based decisions re PT 
HE at L6 and 7 from curriculum 
review 

Belfast Business School 
branding opportunity 

Focus on USP – Centre of 
Excellence for ILM at L3-7 

3 4 12 
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BELFAST METROPOLITAN COLLEGE            
Issue log (Realised Risk) 
Risk Owner/College Function:   Director of Development and Learner Services 
Issue Log Date:  3 May 2012 
 
Issue 
No 

Risk 
Register 
Cross Ref. 

Date 
Raised 

Issue 
(Realised Risk) 

Actions Required Ownership Target 
Date for 
Resolution 

Review Date 

1 Financial  3 May 
2012 

Failure to meet 
external income 
targets   
 
 
 
 

- Complete preparation of business plan 
covering full cost recovery, 
international, events and commercial 
income 

S Watson / D 
Duffy 

28 Jun 
2012 

30 Jun 2012 

- Work through a collective 
understanding of the roles and 
responsibilities for business solutions 
and academic teams to deliver FCR 
targets. Embed FCR development and 
delivery process in School business 
planning and operational framework 

S Watson 30 May 
2012 

28 Jun 2012 
(as part of 
business 
planning 
process) 
 

- Finalise and implement new structure 
for business solutions team 
 

S Watson 30 Jul 2012 15 Aug 2012 

- Establish a cross college Business 
Development Group and business 
pipeline tracking process 

D Duffy/   
S Watson 

30 Jun 
2012 

16 Jul 2012 

- Develop an more integrated approach 
to customer management and 
signposting opportunities   

D Duffy/   
S Walsh/   
S Watson 

28 Sep 
2012 

17 Oct 2012 

- Develop and deliver capacity building 
programme around customer 

D Duffy/ 
S Watson 

15 Dec 
2012 

11 Jan 2013 

 
Issue Log            
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relationship management and business 
development for all senior managers 
and business solutions staff 
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Risk Reporting and Management Structure          
 Appendix6
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Risk Appetite               Appendix 7  

    

Score Risk Status Colour Action 

 

1-3 Low Green 

 

 

No additional controls are required.  Consideration may be given to more cost effective 
solutions or improvement that imposes no additional cost burden.  Monitoring is required to 
ensure that the controls are maintained.   
Review Probability and Impact every month. 
 

4-7 Medium Amber 

 

Efforts should be made to reduce the risk but the costs of prevention should be carefully 
measured and limited.  Risk reduction measures should be implemented.  Where a moderate 
risk is associated with extremely harmful consequences, further assessment may be necessary 
to establish more precisely the likelihood of harm as a basis for determining the need for 
improved control measures. 
Review Probability and Impact every month. 
 

8-15 High Red 

 

Work should not be started or continued until the risk has been reduced.  If it is not possible to 
reduce the risk even with unlimited resources, work has to remain prohibited. 
Review Probability and Impact every month. 

16 Very High  Black  
This level of risk is unacceptable to the College.   

 


